
Our Mietz App  revolutionizes the rental process! No more endless emails, no more annoying paperwork and 

above all, finding or renting an apartment quickly and easily is our mission. Our software brings the fun back to 

apartment hunting for private individuals and accompanies professional landlords in the digitalization and 

automation of their processes.

Full time      apply@mietz.app          Ken Kretschmann 

Senior Software Engineer

Mietz is looking for you!

About us 😺

Our offer 😻

Exciting projects and challenging tasks with plenty of room for creativity and personal responsibility

A motivated, young and dynamic Team from all over the world

Drive for professional & personal growth in an expanding company

Beautiful office in the heart of Prenzlauer Berg

Creative thinking and new opinions are welcome

Insight into the start up world & access to our network

Being actively involved in shaping the success of the company

Berlin or remote, both is possible

An attractive salary and flexible working hours

Your Tasks 🐱

Build new features, measure the impact, improve based on learnings

Establish engineering best practices, optimize performance and loading times, apply security updates, 

participate in code reviews

Collaborate with different internal and external stakeholders for integrations and knowledge sharing

Implement highly scalable backend systems with state-of-the-art technologies 

https://mietz.app/flats/
https://mietz.app/team/


So if you feel like diving into the PropTech world and at best could start right away, we are looking forward to 
your application! Send us a message to apply@mietz.app and tell us about your previous experiences and 

your motivation.

Work closely with Product Design & Product Management, designing & delivering experiences for big Real 

Estate Companies

Manage your service from architecture design to testing, deployment & operation in an agile 

environment  

Contribute to inspiring & connecting our engineering team while ensuring smooth delivery & continuous 

improvement

Contribute to our growing tech community and encouraging knowledge sharing

Your Skills 🙀

5+ years of practical experience as a Software Engineer 

Full-stack Developer, ideally focus on Backend

Advanced knowledge of common mobile technologies 

A self-driven Engineer who shares our passion to revolutionize the rental experience. 

Experience building, deploying and operating large scale data-driven systems in a cloud environment

Ability and eagerness to understand the business context where the team operates and the customer 

problems being solved Passionate problem solver who puts the needs of customers first 

Effective communication skills in English 

Technologies 😼

Backend: TypeScript, Node.js, Apollo, AppSync (being deprecated), 

PostgreSQL, Lambdas 

Infrastructure: AWS, Terraform


